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Foundation Sit-Stand Desk - 30” x  60”

Description The 30” x 60” Foundation Sit-Stand Desk is our 
flagship answer to your flexible work surface 
needs. The standard base is available in 3 
powder coat finishes, can be configured as a 
C or T leg and can be outfitted with a single 
or double motor. Standard tops are available 
in 2 Ash veneers or painted MDF, with a cable 
cutout and LCD screen handset. Add our PET 
felt panels for a tackable surface and addition-
al privacy. 

Construction Bases: All steel construction. Legs can be configured 
as C-Leg or T-Leg. Choose between double motor with 
3 stage legs (264 lb capacity) or single motor with 2 
stage legs (176 lb capacity)
Tops: 1” thick MDF veneered with Ash for a luxurious, 
durable surface and a square edge profile. Painted 
MDF is available for an extra-smooth writing surface.
Controls: Motors are controlled with handset. 2 mem-
ory keys and a home button allow for quick height 
adjustments. Anti-Collision is standard.

Dimensions Overall: H28”- 46” W60” D30” Care Wipe clean with a soft cloth.

Assembly Easy assembly with included instructions and 
tool

Warranty 10 years
For detailed information, visit rypen.com.

Finishes Base: Matte Black, White or Dusk powder coat 
Top: Natural Ash, Cognac Ash veneers / 
Smoke, Dusk or Oyster painted MDF

Lead time In-stock ships in 2 business days. 
Custom requests and backorders ship in 12-16 weeks.

Certifications Base Assemblies: ANSI/BIFMA X5.5 | Surfaces: EPA TSCA Title VI

PRODUCT INFO

Foundation Collection
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60” T-LEG C-LEG30”

43.3” - 63”

Sit stand bases can be assembled in 
either configuration. No need to specify!

Sit stand base crossbars are telescoping,
allowing for custom tops up to 84” wide 
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